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S.1 Analysis with MRH

The analysis with CPW considered in the main text is supplemented by the mean relative

humidity (MRH), RH, which is defined by an average of the relative humidity over the first

500 hPa in the pressure coordinate (Manzato 2005):

RH =
1

∆p

∫
ps

ps−∆p

RHdp, (S.1)

where ∆p = 500 hPa, and RH is the relative humidity at each pressure level. The adopted

analysis range is (RH1, RH2) = (30, 90)% with a bin size of ∆RH = 5%.

The results as in Figs. 4 and 5 of the manuscript, but with MRH are shown in Figs. S1

and S2. Furthermore, the figures corresponding to Figs. 6 and 7 of the manuscript, but with

MRH are found in Figs. S3 and S4, and as Fig. 8 in Fig. S5. A similar tendency as with

CPW is reproduced with MRH in a more pronounced manner: the rain probability increases

with moistures more dramatically with an exponential tendency, as seen explicitly by taking

the vertical axis in the logarithmic scale in Figs. S1(a) and S2(a); the change of the expected

rain intensity with increasing MRHs is much weaker (Figs. S1(b), S2(b)) than that of the

probability (Fig. S1(a), S2(a)), and it is even decreasing with the increasing MRHs. More

importantly, with MRH, no separate regime is indeified with lower thresholds (Figs. S1, S3).
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These results are comparable to those by Ahmed and Schumacher (2015), and Loriaux et

al. (2017) obtained in terms of the fractional rain area and area–averaged rains.

As a whole, a similar tendency as for the CPW is found in a more pronounced manner

with the mean relative humidity (MRH) for the lowest 500 hPa instead of CPW (Figs. S1

and S2).

S.2 Spatial variability and maximum rains

A related important question is a degree of a spatial variability of rain over FVG as a

function of CPW. To address this question, the analysis is repeated by taking, in place of

those from individual stations, the time series of the standard deviation of the rain obtained

from the 33 rain–gauge stations. The obtained results in Fig. S6(a) present the same ten-

dencies as in Fig. 3(a) of the manuscript: a spatial variability of rain also increases with

increasing CPWs. However, the spatial variability is essentially scaled by the rain averaged

over FVG, as measured by the 33 stations: the standard deviation normalized by the area

average (Fig. S6(b)) essentially remains a constant of about 1.5 with increasing CPWs within

the data uncertainties. Nevertheless, a pick–up tendency over 5–15 mm may be noted.

Tendencies with more localized extreme events (e.g., isolated flash flood) may be inferred

by examining the same with the maximum rain measured by the 33 rain–gauge stations.

Obtained tendencies (Fig. S6(c) and (d)) are similar to those for the spatial standard devia-

tion. Only changes to be noted are: the magnitude more than twice larger and a diminishing

tendency over 5–15 mm. Overall characteristic dependencies on CPW of both the spatial

variability and the maximum over FVG is well scaled by the area averaged rain. The further

analyses of the maximum rain correspoing to those found in the manuscript with CPW are

presented in Figs. S7–S11.
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Figure S1: The same as Figs. 4 and 5 of the manuscript but for MRH(%)
with smaller thresholds (Rc < 1 mm/6h). Here, no linear fits are shown in
(a) and (c).
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Figure S2: The same as for Figs. 4 and 5 of the manuscript, but with MRH(%)
with larger thresholds (Rc ≥ 1 mm/6h). Here, no linear fits are shown in (a)
and (c).
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Figure S3: The same as Figs. 6 and 7 of the manuscript but for MRH(%)
with smaller thresholds (Rc < 1 mm/6h).
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Figure S4: The same as Figs. 6 and 7 of the manuscript but for MRH(%)
with larger thresholds (Rc ≥ 1 mm/6h).
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Figure S5: The same as Fig. 8 of the manuscript but as functions of MRH(%).
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Figure S6: (a) The same as for Fig. 3(a) of the manuscript, but for the time
series of the standard deviation of the rain. (b) The same as for (a) but for
the standard–deviation rain time series normalized the FVG–area averaged
rain. (c), (d) The same as for (a) and (b), but for the maximum rain.
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Figure S7: The same as Figs. 5 and 6 of the manuscript but for the maximum
rain with smaller thresholds (Rc < 1 mm/6h).
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Figure S8: The same as Figs. 5 and 6 of the manuscript but for the maximum
rain with larger thresholds (Rc ≥ 1 mm/6h).
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Figure S9: The same as Figs. 6 and 7 of the manuscript but for the maximum
rain with smaller thresholds (Rc < 1 mm/6h).
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Figure S10: The same as Figs. 6 and 7 of the manuscript but for the maximum
rain with larger thresholds (Rc ≥ 1 mm/6h).
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Figure S11: The same as Fig. 8 of the manuscript but for the maximum rain.
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